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Unity Teaching : «The Solar System»
After my partecipation on the Training meeting I started my individual project in the class.
The classes involved in the project were the two fifth grades of primary school "A. Manzi ": VA class
(experimental class – 23 students, 10 years old), who followed the multimedia lesson and VB class (control
class - 24 students, 10 years old), who followed a traditional lesson on the same subject.
I organized an educational trail on a topic of my science program, the planets. I realized the hypertest "The
Solar System", in which I have transversally integrated different disciplines and included different skills that
ranged from linguistic to historical, scientific, technological, artistic.

Learning objectives
To learn about:
 the geocentric and heliocentric theory
 the first astronomical tools
 telescope and astronomers
 the planets and their features (e.g. size,
distance from earth, sun etc.)
 some examples of works of art and
poems related to the solar system.
 To investigate the origin and the
meaning of the name of the planets and
correlate them with the ancient Greek and
Roman myths and gods.
 To build a model of the solar system and
put the planets in the right order orbiting
around the sun.

Method
The realization of the multimedia lesson has
followed specific guidelines:
 The hypertext was created using
multimedia tools and new approaches to
scientific disciplines, incorporating
resources related to cultural and museum
heritage.
 The necessary resources have been
searched on museum platforms,
particularly on the EdMuse platform and
Galileo Museum platform .
Below are some sample slides

FROM GEOCENTRIC
Ancient civilizations had the belief that
the earth was fixed at the center of the
universe and that the sun and other
heavenly bodies were moving around it.
This belief was called "Ptolemaic or
Geocentric Theory“ in honor of the Greek
scientist Claudius Ptolemy.

Ptolemy’s system
Museo Galileo - Institute and Museum of the History of Science ·
Florence · ITALY

TO HELIOCENTRIC
Only in the sixteenth century an
important Polish astronomer, Nicolaus
Copernicus proved that the earth is
one of many planets revolving around
the sun and that turns on itself, this
theory was called "Copernican or
Heliocentric Theory".

Heliocentric Theory

Museo Galileo - Institute and Museum of the History of Science ·
Florence · ITALY

Galileo's telescope
Museo Galileo, Istituto e Museo di Storia della Scienza – Firenze

Galileo's telescope - The invention
In 1609, the Italian astronomer, physicist and philosopher, Galileo Galilei heard about the invention of the
telescope in Holland. As soon as Galileo learned about the device, he built one and set about improving it,
creating the first refracting telescope. The primary lens was convex, and the second lens, the eyepiece, was
concave. Then he developed techniques for grinding and polishing the lenses and used math to calculate the
distance between the lenses that would create the clearest images. In November 1609 Galileo had at his
disposal a telescope with twenty magnifications, that is, more powerful by far that all the others circulating
through Europe at the time.

GALILEO GALILIEI
Galileo Galilei (1564-1642) oil on canvas, Francesco Boschi
Versailles, châteaux de Versailles et de Trianon

Galileo Galilei, Telescope
Museo Galileo - Institute and Museum of the History of Science –
Florence, ITALY
.

Sol-helium-sun
The sun is the star at the
center of the Solar System.
Its light and warmth are
essential for life on Earth, the
regularity of its movement is
essential to measure the
passage of time.
Shining, eternally young, by
her loving gaze, so it was
described Helios, the sun
god.

THE SUN
SUN, engraving by Abraham De Bruyn (1540 – 1587) - Musée du Louvre - Paris

La Primavera | Botticelli (1445 - 1510) Tempera panel, Uffizi Gsllery, Florence - Italy
ALLEGORY OF SPRING

It is an allegorical representation: the advent of Spring celebrated by the Three Graces
(handmaidens of Venus), who dance in circles guided by Mercury. This, messenger of the gods,
banishes the threatening clouds that try to penetrate into the garden of Venus.

The piloting/verification tools

Concurrently with the construction of Unity Teaching I prepared the
piloting/verification tools: a questionnaire consisting of ten questions, of which one
open and nine of multiple choice, related to the chosen topic, to monitor the
learning processes.

The structure of the questionnaires has been the same that I usually use during the
school year as a verification tool to test knowledge, previous and acquired by
students.

QUESTIONNAIRE "THE SOLAR SYSTEM"

1) What is the difference between the Ptolemaic system and the
Copernican system?
____________________________________________________________
_________________________
2) What force holds together the celestial bodies of the solar system?
o Cosmic force
o Terrestrial power
o Force of gravity
3) What were the first astronomical investigation tools?
o Binoculars and telescopes
o quadrant and astrolabe
o Sextante and telescope
4) Thanks to his astronomical discoveries, Galileo admitted the theory of
o Ptolmaic system
o Copernican system
o Geocentric system
5) Which planets are the closest and the furthest relative to the sun?
o Mercury and Neptune
o Venus and Saturn
o Mercury and Uranus

6) What is the hottest planet in the solar system?
o Sun
o Venus
o Moon
7) What is the Earth's natural satellite?
o Neptune
o Moon
o Sun
8) What is the origin of the names of planets?
o From the king of ancient Greece
o From the divinities of classical mythology
o From the most important cities of the past
9) What are the gaseous planets?
o Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, Mars
o Jupiter , Mars, Neptune, Venus
o Saturn, Uranus, Jupiter, Neptune
10) What is the lightest planet?
o Mercury
o Saturn

o

Neptune

Pre / post quastionnaire
I administered the questionnaires in two times: before and after the Learning unit is
carried out.

By administration of the initial questionnaire occur the basic knowledge, the so-called
"cultural baggage."
The final verification questionnaire will assess the abilities and skills acquired by the
students and will reflect the degree of learning achieved as a result of multimedia
lessons (comparing pre / post within the class).

The multimedia lesson was finally presented on the LIM in the experimental class and
was followed with great interest and curiosity.

Digital resources of cultural heritage for the
improvement science learning
Probably the thing that kept the attention of the pupils was the unexpected connection

of a purely scientific topic to museums-historical images concerning non-scientific
disciplines.
The museum object, used as an image associated with a concept, has been particularly
useful for those pupils with cognitive, behavioral or attention deficit.

After the presentation of the lesson, students of sperimental class did a research on the
same subject, using the same system for realizing relationships, associating theoretical
knowledge with the experience of the objects.

I found the result really excellent, many of the children followed the model
shown with great ease and competence both in the use of ICT and
interdisciplinary links.

Below are some sample slides

Nettuno
Nettuno è l’ultimo pianeta del sistema solare.
È intitolato al Dio del mare.
Il pianeta orbita intorno al sole ad una distanza trenta
volte maggiore di quella della Terra. L’orbita richiede
ben 165 anni per essere percorsa tutta!
Nettuno compie una rotazione attorno al proprio asse
in 16 ore e 7 minuti.
Nettuno è di colore azzurro grazie all’abbondanza di
metano nella sua atmosfera.
L’atmosfera è molto densa e ricca di nubi, percorsa
dai venti più forti di tutto il Sistema Solare . La
temperatura su Nettuno raggiunge i 220 gradi sotto
zero con enormi vortici.

nettuno

Il dio Nettuno con ai piedi Tritone

Experimental class students also built a model of the solar system and put the planets in the
right order orbiting around the sun.

Elaborate of Control Class

As a last step of the project, the questionnaire results have been entered and processed in google form .

